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Louis XIV and the Origins of the Dutch War 2003-02-13
this stylish and highly entertaining account of the origins of the franco dutch war of 1672 is
based on massive archival researches covering twelve countries contrary to the accepted
historical opinion that there was a meeting of minds within louis xiv s conseil d en haut over the
desirability of the war professor sonnino chronicles a story of bitter division in the course of
which the contrasting personalities of the king and of his most intimate advisors emerge in vivid
detail racine once eulogized the war as a brilliantly executed venture which put the insolent
dutch in their place saint simon on the other hand saw it as the disastrous result of endemic
jealousies in which le tellier and louvois sought to displace colbert in louis affections from these
early views the modern consensus in spite of occasional dissenters has gradually evolved
professor sonnino however breaks through the maze of interpretations with decisive new
evidence and in an unusually clear and lively evocation of the emotional element which
pervaded high policy explains the many agonizing decisions that preceded one of the most
dramatic conflicts of the seventeenth century

The Second Anglo-Dutch War (1665-1667) 2006
studie van de politieke en diplomatieke ontwikkelingen in groot brittannië en de republiek der
verenigde nederlanden voor en na het uitbreken van de tweede engels nederlandse oorlog in
1665

The Dutch Wars of Independence 2014-02-24
in the dutch wars of independence marjolein t hart assesses the success of the dutch in
establishing their independence through their eighty years struggle with spain one of the most
remarkable achievements of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries other rebellions troubled
mighty powers of this epoch but none resulted in the establishment of an independent
republican state this book tells the story of the eighty years war and its aftermath including the
three anglo dutch wars and the guerre de hollande 1570 1680 explores the interrelation
between war economy and society explaining how the dutch could turn their wars into
commercial successes illustrates how war could trigger and sustain innovations in the field of
economy and state formation the new ways of organization of dutch military institutions
favoured a high degree of commercialized warfare shows how other state rulers tried to copy
the dutch way of commercialized warfare in particular in taking up the protection for capital
accumulation as such the book unravels one of the unknown pillars of european state formation
and of capitalism the volume investigates thoroughly the economic profitability of warfare in the
early modern period and shows how smaller commercialized states could sustain prolonged war
violence common to that period it moves beyond traditional explanations of dutch success in
warfare focusing on geography religion diplomacy while presenting an up to date overview and
interpretation of the dutch revolt the anglo dutch wars and the guerre de hollande

Profit and Power 2012-12-06
historical explanations need to keep step with the march of research if they are not to
degenerate into empty cliches it has long been a commonplace of 17th century history that the
anglo dutch wars were the product of commercial rivalry this essay first published twenty years
ago attempted to analyse and redefine this overworked traditional concept so as to explain
more precisely how it led to naval wars between the dutch and the english two idees fixes of
contemporary english thought seemed especially significant one was the persistent
consciousness of english inferiority and backwardness in economic affairs when compared with
the dutch the other compounding this was the equally persistent conviction that strategically
england seemed well placed to wreck the dutch maritime economy and bring the republic to her
knees in a naval war these obsessive beliefs combined naturally with the specific influences and
motives of powerful political and commercial lobbies to stoke the fires of aggression failing over
several decades to make any visible progress by more or less peaceful policies they turned first
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to economic warfare by means of propaganda and pseudo legal claims to maritime sovereignty
finally in 1652 to all out eco nomic and naval warfare

The Anglo-Dutch Wars of the Seventeenth Century
2013-11-26
this study of the anglo dutch wars 1652 54 1665 67 1672 74 sets them in their naval political
and economic contexts competing essentially over trade both governments were crucially
influenced by mercantile interests and by the representative institutions that were central to
england and the dutch republic professor jones compares the effectiveness of the governments
under pressure english with dutch commonwealth with restored monarchy republican with
orangist and the effects on their economies and examines the importance of the wars in
accelerating the formation of a professional officer corps and establishing battle tactics that
would endure throughout the age of sail

The Failure of Louis XIV's Dutch War 1979
begun as a royal adventure to enhance the glory of the king the dutch war sparked serious
debate within the french government over the relationship of the ruler to the state ekberg
focuses on one significant year of the war and explains how despite opposition by several
counselors the king escalated the original conflict into a full european war and wrought a
dramatic shift in french policy the study is arranged thematically to bring clarity to a period of
complex issues originally published in 1979 a unc press enduring edition unc press enduring
editions use the latest in digital technology to make available again books from our
distinguished backlist that were previously out of print these editions are published unaltered
from the original and are presented in affordable paperback formats bringing readers both
historical and cultural value

The Dutch Wars of Independence 2014
in the dutch wars of independence marjolein t hart assesses the success of the dutch in
establishing their independence through their eighty years struggle with spain one of the most
remarkable achievements of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries other rebellions troubled
mighty powers of this epoch but none resulted in the establishment of an independent
republican state this book tells the story of the eighty years war and its aftermath including the
three anglo dutch wars and the guerre de hollande 1570 1680 explores the interrelation
between war economy and society explaining how the dutch could turn their wars into
commercial successes illustrates how war could trigger and sustain innovations in the field of
economy and state formation the new ways of organization of dutch military institutions
favoured a high degree of commercialized warfare shows how other state rulers tried to copy
the dutch way of commercialized warfare in particular in taking up the protection for capital
accumulation as such the book unravels one of the unknown pillars of european state formation
and of capitalism the volume investigates thoroughly the economic profitability of warfare in the
early modern period and shows how smaller commercialized states could sustain prolonged war
violence common to that period it moves beyond traditional explanations of dutch success in
warfare focusing on geography religion diplomacy while presenting an up to date overview and
interpretation of the dutch revolt the anglo dutch wars and the guerre de hollande

Military Power and the Dutch Republic 2021
this book provides a military explanation for the miracle of the seventeenth century and the
demise that ensued
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War, Capital, and the Dutch State (1588-1795)
2015-08-17
in war capital and the dutch state 1588 1795 pepijn brandon provides a sweeping new
interpretation of the rise and fall of the dutch republic focusing on the interaction between state
and capital in the organisation of warfare

Defending Neutrality 2013-06-28
the small neutral states of europe have until now only marginally been included in the
historiography of the first world war this volume deals in depth with the netherlands and
specifically its war preparations being a small country close to the battlefield of the western
front it could not be sure its neutrality would be repected by the warring states how did the
country prepare itself militarily and how did these preparations differ from the way the warring
states adjusted to the reality of modern total war was modern technological warfare even
possible for small states and if not in what way could it ensure its survival when the worst came
to worst this volume analyses technological innovation intelligence and ideas on the societal and
political impact of modern warfare in the netherlands before during and after the great war

The Dutch Republic in Europe in the Seven Years War
1971
the seven years war was a world war that took place between 1754 and 1763 with the main
conflict being in the seven year period 1756 1763 it involved most of the great powers of the
time and affected europe north america central america the west african coast india and the
philippines in the historiography of some countries the war is alternatively named after
combatants in the respective theaters the french and indian war north america 1754 63
pomeranian war with sweden and prussia 1757 62 third carnatic war on the indian subcontinent
1757 63 and third silesian war with prussia and austria 1756 63 wikipedia

Journals and Narratives of the Third Dutch War 1946
this volume explores french partisan warfare in the spanish netherlands during the dutch war
1672 78 it considers such practices as contributions fire raids and blockades before sieges the
author relies extensively on archival sources and in many cases explores events that have been
passed over by similar studies louis xiv and his generals used partisan warfare to fit a strategy
of exhaustion to ensure territorial conquest the french army s reliance on partisan warfare
reveals the limitations of the war making potential of louis xiv s state at the same time it leads
to the emergence of a more modern practice of military operations to pursue theater strategic
objectives

Observations on the Last Dutch Wars, in the Years 1672
and 1673 : with Some Reflections Upon the City and
Country 1679
the 80 years war also known as the dutch war of independence was the foundation of dutch
nationhood and during the course of the conflict one of its main leaders maurice of orange
nassau created an army and a tactical system that became a model throughout europe this
study the first of a two part series focuses on the dutch infantry it examines how maurice of
orange nassau attracted volunteers and students from across europe introduced innovative new
training methods such as common drill movements and standardised the organisation and
payment system of the army to make it more than a match for the occupying spanish his
successes inspired officers and generals across the continent to copy his methods including
many english officers who went on to fight in the english civil wars featuring full colour artwork
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and rare period illustrations this book examines how the dutch infantry was transformed into a
fighting force able to defeat the might of imperial spain

Princes, Posts and Partisans 2003-08-01
the daring raid on the medway in june 1667 when the dutch navigated the treacherous shoals
and sandbanks of the thames estuary and the medway in order to attack king charles s ships
laid up below chatham was one of the worst defeats in the royal navy s history and a serious
blow to the pride of the english crown perhaps the greatest humiliation was the removal by the
dutch of the flagshiproyal charles towed down river after the raid and taken back to holland her
stern piece resides in the rijksmuseum in amsterdam to this day the raid intended to bring to an
end english procrastination at the peace negotiations in breda was to cause simmering
resentment and lead eventually to the third dutch war as pepys wrote in his diary on 29 july
1667 thus in all things in wisdom courage force knowledge of our own streams and success the
dutch have the best of us and do end the war with victory on their side p g roger s account of
the raid and its significance within the second anglo dutch war between britain and the united
provinces of the netherlands is vividly told and he sheds much interesting light on the english
navy of pepys s day his particular knowledge of the medway and the topography of gillingham
and chatham also enables him to describe the manoeuvres at a level of detail that has not been
replicated this edition of a classic work will delight a whole new generation of readers

Dutch Armies of the 80 Years’ War 1568–1648 (1)
2017-04-07
the author draws on a dazzling variety of archival and printed sources the dutch moment is a
signal contribution to the field renaissance quarterly in the dutch moment wim klooster shows
how the dutch built and eventually lost an atlantic empire that stretched from the homeland in
the united provinces to the hudson river and from brazil and the caribbean to the african gold
coast the fleets and armies that fought for the dutch in the decades long war against spain
included numerous foreigners largely drawn from countries in northwestern europe likewise
many settlers of dutch colonies were born in other parts of europe or the new world the dutch
would not have been able to achieve military victories without the native alliances they carefully
cultivated indeed the dutch atlantic was quintessentially interimperial multinational and
multiracial at the same time it was an empire entirely designed to benefit the united provinces
the pivotal colony in the dutch atlantic was brazil half of which was conquered by the dutch west
india company its brief lifespan notwithstanding dutch brazil 1630 1654 had a lasting impact on
the atlantic world the scope of dutch warfare in brazil is hard to overestimate this was the
largest interimperial conflict of the seventeenth century atlantic brazil launched the dutch into
the transatlantic slave trade a business they soon dominated at the same time dutch brazil
paved the way for a jewish life in freedom in the americas after the first american synagogues
opened their doors in recife in the end the entire colony eventually reverted to portuguese rule
in part because dutch soldiers plagued by perennial poverty famine and misery refused to take
up arms as they did elsewhere the dutch lost a crucial colony because of the empire s
systematic neglect of the very soldiers on whom its defenses rested after the loss of brazil and
ten years later new netherland the dutch scaled back their political ambitions in the atlantic
world their american colonies barely survived wars with england and france as the imperial
dimension waned the interimperial dimension gained strength dutch commerce with residents of
foreign empires thrived in a process of constant adaptation to foreign settlers needs and
mercantilist obstacles

The Dutch in the Medway 2017-02-28
the navigations act fra 1651 krigsudbrud 1 hollandske krig 1652 54 portland plymouth
scheveningen hollandske Østindisk handelskompagni 2 hollandske krig 1665 67 lowestoft swin
orfordness og kystangreb breda traktaten 3 hollandske krig 1672 74 sole bay schooneveld texel
kamphandlinger kolonierne
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Raid on America 1988
the books in the essential bibliographies series include an essay by a noted scholar on the
important historiographical issues and a pertinent bibliography for a particular period or theme
in military history they serve as research tools for librarians researchers and readers with a
professional interest and as a starting point for pursuing further studies this title the second in
the series by jeremy black war in european history 1494 1660 fills the relative neglect of the
time period between the age of military revolution and the french revolutionary and napoleonic
wars in europe both austria and russia had driven back the ottoman turks and the fate of their
empire the eastern question became an important issue in european power politics within
europe no power in western or central europe despite major efforts by france and austria
respectively could match russia s rise to dominance in eastern europe by contrast britain won
the struggle for european maritime superiority decisively so in 1759 and that led to its success
over france in the battle over transoceanic colonies the war of american independence 1775 83
eventually ranged around the world as well although the british lost the struggle to control the
thirteen colonies which became the independent united states of america the british survived
what from 1778 also became a war with france spain the dutch and leading indian powers with
most of their empire retained war in european history 1660 1792 covers it all

The Dutch Moment 2016-10-19
historical and literary works from the spanish golden age offer a wealth of information about the
spanish view of the conflict in the netherlands during the dutch revolt and the ensuing eighty
years war 1568 1648 the war in the cold north was to become a fixed component in the lives of
the spaniards of the golden age for many years this book reconstructs the images that the
spanish had of the netherlands and its inhabitants these images are inextricably intertwined
with the picture that the spanish constructed of themselves as participants in the conflict this
book follows the developments of these images from the construction of an image of the enemy
that reached a climax between 1621 and 1648 and then gradually faded away which images
and representations circulated the most and where did they come from which rhetoric was used
to present them to the public and in which genres and contexts were they disseminated and
preserved on the basis of a varied collection of sources war chronicles and plays as well as
pamphlets poems historical works and prose writings the author illustrates the appearance of
the netherlands through spanish eyes during the course of the eighty years war

The Anglo-Dutch Wars of the 17th Century, 1652-1674
1974
an excellent piece of work not just as an account of the four days battle itself but also for its
account of the entire second anglo dutch war historyofwar org on june 1 1666 a large but
outnumbered english fleet engaged the dutch off the mouth of the thames in a colossal battle
that was to involve nearly 200 ships and last four days false intelligence had led the english to
divide their fleet to meet a phantom threat from france and although the errant squadron
rejoined on the final day of the battle it was not enough to redress the balance like many a
defeat it sparked controversy at the time and has been the subject of speculation and debate
ever since the battle was an event of such overwhelming complexity that for centuries it defied
description and deterred study but this superbly researched book is now recognized as the
definitive account it provides the first clear exposition of the opposing forces fills many holes in
the narrative and answers most of the questions raised by the actions of the english
commanders it makes for a thoroughly engrossing story and one worthy of the greatest battle of
the age of sail

War in European History, 1660-1792 2009
three times during the 17th century england and holland went to war as part of an ongoing
struggle for economic and naval supremacy primarily fought in the cold waters of the north sea
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and the english channel the wars proved revolutionary in their impact upon warship design
armament and naval tactics during this time the warship evolved into the true ship of the line
that would dominate naval warfare until the advent of steam power this book traces the
development of these warships in the context of the three anglo dutch wars

The Dutch Revolt Through Spanish Eyes 2008
during the 17th century england and holland found themselves at war three times in a clash for
economic and naval supremacy fought out in the cold waters of the north sea and the english
channel the first anglo dutch war 1652 54 pitted the dutch against oliver cromwell s
commonwealth navy which proved as successful at sea as his new model army had been on
land following the restoration of 1660 the two maritime powers clashed again and in the second
dutch war 1665 67 it was the dutch who had the upper hand they humiliated the english by
burning their fleet in the medway 1667 forcing charles ii to sue for peace this peace proved
temporary and the third dutch war 1672 74 proved a well balanced and bitterly fought naval
contest the royal navy eventually emerged triumphant establishing a tradition of naval
dominance that would last for two centuries this was a revolutionary era in several key areas
warship design armament and in naval tactics in effect the ships and fleets that began the
conflict in 1652 were by products of an earlier age warships designed to fight chivalrous duels
with their enemy counterparts by the close of the third dutch war these warships had evolved
into fully fledged ships of the line the warships that would dominate the age of fighting sail until
the advent of steam this book traces the development of these warships during this critical
evolutionary period in naval history and shows that while both sides evolved their own doctrines
of warship design and armament it was the english notion who created a battle winning navy of
sailing ships of war

Navies and Armies 1990
this remarkable compilation includes both official and private correspondence and papers from a
wide variety of sources both english and dutch the latter translated giving an extremely detailed
and complete view of all aspects of the war the first volume extends to august 1652 the
translations of many of the dutch documents are unsatisfactory and should be corrected from
the corrigenda ed a c dewar issued by the society in 1932 this continues from january 1652 3 to
may 1653

The Four Days' Battle of 1666 2009-07-16
huge international companies and corporations are a normal part of our everyday lives today for
most their unimaginable wealth and power which are rivaling even some of the smaller countries
of the world is something we take for granted

Warships of the Anglo-Dutch Wars 1652–74 2011-12-20
in 1572 towns in the province of holland led by william of orange rebelled against the
government of the habsburg netherlands the story of the dutch revolt is usually told in terms of
fractious provinces that frustrated orange s efforts to formulate a coherent programme in this
book james d tracy argues that there was a coherent strategy for the war but that it was set by
the towns of holland although the states of holland were in theory subject to the states general
holland provided over 60 per cent of the taxes and an even larger share of war loans accordingly
funds were directed to securing holland s borders and subsequently to extending this protected
frontier to neighbouring provinces shielded from the war by its cordon sanitaire holland
experienced an extraordinary economic boom allowing taxes and loans to keep flowing the goal
in sight if not achieved by 1588 was a united provinces of the north free and separate from
provinces in the southern netherlands that remained under spanish rule with europe
increasingly under the sway of strong hereditary princes the new dutch republic was a beacon of
promise for those who still believed that citizens ought to rule themselves
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Warships of the Anglo-Dutch Wars 1652–74 2011-12-20
the sea was of crucial importance for the republic of the seven united netherlands in the 17th
century the merchant ships brought great wealth while the fisheries fed hundreds of thousands
of mouths the navy kept the seas safe and protected the country from invasion and
consequently its admirals and naval officers enjoyed a high status the memory of these sea
heroes has been kept alive through impressive paintings prints drawings and memorabilia but
what is the story behind these objects how and why were they made and what do they really
show this book gives fascinating insights into dutch maritime history read all about the great
naval battles of the dutch golden age and the people they made famous heroes like jacob van
heemskerck piet hein maerten and cornelis tromp and michiel de ruyter but also artists like
hendrick vroom willem van de velde the elder and the younger and ludolf backhuysen contents
1 focus from sea beggars to a navy 2 jacob van heemskerck and gibraltar 3 piet hein and the
silver fleet 4 focus the navy the people and the means 5 maerten tromp the downs and the first
anglo dutch war 6 cornelis tromp and livorno 7 focus the artists and their patrons 8 michiel de
ruyter and the second anglo dutch war 9 de ruyter once more the third anglo dutch war 10 focus
memorabilia

Letters and Papers Relating to the First Dutch War
2019-04-29
this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it this work was reproduced from the original artifact
and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see the original copyright
references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important
libraries around the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the
united states of america and possibly other nations within the united states you may freely copy
and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright on the body of the
work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages
poor pictures errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important
enough to be preserved reproduced and made generally available to the public we appreciate
your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part of keeping
this knowledge alive and relevant

Letters and Papers Relating to the First Dutch War 1912
sir george downing first served under the protectorate of oliver cromwell as diplomat in the
dutch republic following the restoration of charles ii in 1660 he transferred his allegiance to the
new regime and was re appointed to the post in the hague this period was characterized by
fierce trade rivalry which formed the background to the mid century anglo dutch wars his
defence of english commercial interests against the dutch was crucial to his development as one
of england s leading mercantilists a fearful gentleman shows that both extremes of downing s
reputation stem from his experience and activities in the republic the odium resulting from his
rounding up and delivery to their deaths of the new king s former enemies and
acknowledgement of downing s role as administrator and reformer of english public finance
based on his observation of the more sophisticated dutch system

Papers Relating to the First Dutch War, 1652-1654 1987
this study brings together the expertise of an international group of scholars to survey the
development of political and economic relations between britain and the netherlands from the
napoleonic era to the present day it illuminates both the underlying refrain of harmony in
international outlook ideology and interests that often made for close co operation between the
two countries and also their episodic instances of conflict the contributors address topics
ranging from anglo dutch relations in the era of imperialism the tensions created by dutch
neutrality in the first world the challenges of the inter war years the role of the dutch in british
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strategy during the second world war colonialism and decolonisation and most recently bilateral
relations in the european framework based on detailed research in british and dutch archives
unspoken allies provides new insights into relations between two of the principal amphibious
powers of europe across the last two centuries

An Enquiry Into the Danger and Consequences of a War
with the Dutch 1712
this volume explores the relationship between politics and pamphleteering in the dutch republic
by analyzing the political role of pamphlets and their interplay with other media in public
debates the articles provide a new understanding of dutch political culture

The Dutch East India Company 2019-11-03
this elibron classics title is a reprint of the original edition published by the navy records society
1899 london

The Dutch Wars with Kandy, 1764-1766 1964

The Founding of the Dutch Republic 2008-01-24

Sea Battles in the Dutch Golden Age 2014

The Ambassador Prepares for War 1957

Letters and Papers Relating to the First Dutch War,
1652-1654; 2018-02-07

A Fearful Gentleman 2011

Papers Relating to the First Dutch War, 1652-1654 1987

Unspoken Allies 2001

Pamphlets and Politics in the Dutch Republic 2010-12-17

Letters and Papers Relating to the First Dutch War,
1652-1654 2004-06
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